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Tame the 
Kubernetes Chaos
Build, scale, and secure SaaS applications 

without operational complexity

CHALLENGE WHY PORTWORX

Designed specifically for applications running on Kubernetes, Portworx solves three key 

requirements for SaaS architects, without burdening their thinly stretched SRE teams. 

Scalable

“Thanks to Portworx, we now have a container-ready platform that manages 
storage at scale and reduces the burden on our DevOps team.”

Lee Liu, Cofounder and CTO, LogDNA

When your SaaS app is under load, your data services 

need to scale instantly. And you’ll want to add more 

features and capabilities to your product, so you need 

the ability to start small and grow.  

You can scale your own backend data services easily 

without scaling your SRE staff, adding exponential costs, 

or increasing infrastructure. Simply put, grow your 

business without breaking the bank.  
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Available

“Portworx helps address our complex DevOps challenges by allowing us to enable data 
affinity solutions for containers rapidly, while improving data availability and scalability. 
Portworx provides infrastructure-agnostic features - such as volume persistence, high 

availability, data security, and automation - that are valuable to a business like GE Digital.”

Darren Haas, Head of Cloud Engineering, GE Digital

Different environments. Multiple data services. Numerous 

Kubernetes platforms. Multi-tenant requirements. You can’t 

possibly hire the engineering staff to address all these 

requirements – effectively and affordably. 

You can simplify your operations with app-specific 

capabilities, a container-native storage fabric, 

and built-in scalability. 
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Secure

Trust the Gold Standard in Kubernetes Storage

Get Started with Portworx Today
Try the leading Kubernetes data services platform for 

free for 30 days – and scale as your needs evolve. 

www.portworx.com/free-trial

“The thing that really sold us was the ability to do encrypted volumes, specifically 
for highly sensitive data that may have player data inside of it. Portworx is an 

important part of what we need to do to simplify our infrastructure.”

Rob Cameron, Principal SRE, Roblox 

The inability to meet enterprise requirements for security, 

backup, disaster recovery, and performance could prevent 

customers from adopting your product.

Near bare metal performance. Zero-RPO disaster recovery 

for apps and their data. Built-in encryption and role-based 

access controls. You get everything you need to confidently 

meet SLAs and corporate policies.

Leading Cloud-Native Kubernetes 

Data Storage – 2 years running (GigaOm)

of Portworx customers run 

critical production workloads. 

Audi Business Innovation reduced their 

AWS storage bill by 60% with Portworx.

T-Mobile reduced their application 

deployment time from 6 months 

to hours with Portworx. 

#1 Kubernetes data services platform 

most used by Global 2000 companies


